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Abstract

The theoretical studies on the regulation of oxidative phosphorylation that were performed with the aid of kinetic models of this process are overviewed. A definition of the regulation of the flux through a metabolic pathway is proposed and opposed to the control exerted by particular enzymes over this flux. Different kinetic models of oxidative phosphorylation proposed in the literature are presented, of which only the model proposed by myself and co-workers was extensively used in theoretical studies on the regulation and compensation in the oxidative phosphorylation system. These theoretical studies have led to the following conclusions: (1) in isolated mitochondria, an increase in the activity of an artificial ATP-using system stimulates mitochondria mainly via changes in [ADP], while changes in [ATP] and [Pi] play only a minor role; (2) in non-excitable tissues (e.g. liver), hormones (acting via some cytosolic factor(s)) activate directly both ATP usage and at least some enzymes of the ATP-producing block; (3) in excitable tissues (e.g. skeletal muscle), neural signals stimulate (via some cytosolic factor(s)) in parallel all the steps of oxidative phosphorylation together with ATP usage and substrate dehydrogenation; (4) the decrease in the flux through cytochrome oxidase caused by a decrease in oxygen concentration is, at least partially, compensated by a decrease in \( \Delta \rho \) and increase in the reduction level of cytochrome \( c \). A theoretical prediction is formulated that there should exist and be observable a universal cytosolic factor/regulatory mechanism which directly activates (at least in excitable tissues) all complexes of oxidative phosphorylation during an increased energy demand. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria is the main process responsible for the production of energy in the form of ATP in most animal tissues under most conditions; the general scheme of this process is presented in Fig. 1. The hydrolysis of ATP drives such processes in the cell as protein synthesis, DNA/RNA synthesis, ion (\( \text{Na}^+ \), \( \text{K}^+ \), \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \)) transport through the cell membrane, gluconeogenesis, ureagenesis, relative movement of myosin and actin filaments during muscle contraction and so on [1]. Nevertheless, the ATP turnover is not constant in time. During transition from resting state to active state, the energy demand increases up to two times in such non-excitable tissues as liver [2], and as much as tens or hundreds of times in skeletal muscle [3–9], which belongs to excitable tissues. Therefore, the
process of oxidative phosphorylation must be ‘informed’ in some way about the current energy demand, in order to meet the current ATP consumption.

It has been studied for decades how the ATP supply by oxidative phosphorylation in intact cells is regulated in response to a varying energy demand. It is well known that the external signals stimulating metabolism (and therefore the rate of mitochondrial respiration) are mostly different hormones (e.g. adrenaline, vasopressin, glucagon) in non-excitable tissues (liver, kidney) and neural stimulation in excitable tissues (skeletal muscle, heart, brain). However, the question remains as to the mechanism of intracellular regulation of ATP production and consumption. The first approach to this problem consisted in taking up studies on the regulation of respiration in isolated mitochondria. Chance and Williams [10,11] were the first to report that the oxygen consumption flux was stimulated in isolated mitochondria by an addition of a certain amount of ADP to the suspension of non-phosphorylating mitochondria. Thus, the so-called state 3 was reached, with maximal phosphorylation rate and oxygen consumption flux. When virtually all ADP molecules were transformed into ATP molecules, mitochondria passed to the so-called state 4, where the entire low oxygen consumption was due to proton leak [12]. It was subsequently demonstrated that the transition from state 4 to state 3, as well as to intermediate states, can be achieved by adding different amounts of an artificial ATP-consuming system (e.g. hexokinase, in the presence of glucose and ATP) [13] to a suspension of mitochondria. In this case, only ATP usage is activated directly (by an increase of the concentration of hexokinase), while particular mitochondrial complexes are activated indirectly, via changes in [ADP] and other intermediate metabolite concentrations. It had become widely accepted that the isolated mitochondria system resembles the situation prevailing in intact tissues. For example, it has been evidenced that – in muscle – the known intracellular signal (Ca\(^{2+}\) ions) released by neural stimulation activates directly ATP consumption (mainly actinomyosin-ATPase and Ca\(^{2+}\)-ATPase). Consequently, it was proposed that only ATP usage is directly stimulated in this case, and that mitochondria in resting skeletal muscle work in state 4, while mitochondria in maximally active skeletal muscle work in state 3, activated exclusively by an elevated concentration of ADP (and inorganic phosphate) [14].

The discovery of the activation in vitro of the irreversible TCA cycle dehydrogenases (pyruvate dehydrogenase, isocitrate dehydrogenase and 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase) by calcium ions prompted several authors [15–18] to postulate that at least some steps in the substrate dehydrogenation block (comprising TCA cycle, glycolysis and fatty acids \(\beta\)-oxidation), donating electrons (in the form of NADH and FADH\(_2\)) on the respiratory chain, are directly activated as well. On the other hand, the measured stimulation of isolated mitochondria by calcium ions was transient, weak, or none at all [19]. Therefore, the question concerning the physiological relevance and/or quantitative significance of the observed effect of Ca\(^{2+}\) on TCA cycle dehydrogenases remains open.

The above-mentioned proposals were mostly based on the studies on isolated mitochondria and/or enzymes. They also represented a qualitative (or, at best, semiquantitative) approach, since they offered only a qualitative explanation of what happens in intact tissues. On the other hand, when quantitative properties of (particular enzymes of) mitochondria were taken into account and confronted with the changes in the respiration rate and concentration of ADP (and also in other metabolite concentrations) taking place in intact cells during resting state→active state transition [20–22], it appeared that the di-
rect activation of either exclusively ATP usage or both ATP usage and substrate dehydrogenation cannot account for the situation occurring in vivo. Only a direct activation by some external cytosolic factor(s) of at least some (non-excitable tissues) [20] or all (excitable tissues) [21,22] enzymes of oxidative phosphorylation was able to explain the changes in fluxes and metabolite concentrations observed in intact tissues during activation of metabolism. This quantitative treatment was performed by means of one of the dynamic computer models of oxidative phosphorylation presented in the present article, namely the model developed by myself and co-workers [23–27]. The discussed theoretical studies had led to the each-step activation proposal, intended to reflect the mechanism of regulation of oxidative phosphorylation in skeletal muscle during transition from resting state to intensive exercise [21,22].

Apart from a varying energy demand, another disturbance of the oxidative phosphorylation system which is of a physiological relevance consists in a decrease of the oxygen concentration to very low levels (hypoxia), occurring during an intensive prolonged skeletal muscle exercise or in some pathological states of heart (ischaemia). The apparent $K_m$ constant of oxidative phosphorylation for $[O_2]$ is very low in intact tissues, usually smaller than 1 $\mu$M [28]. Significant changes in intermediate metabolite concentrations (cytochrome $c$ reduction level, phosphorylation potential) begin, however, at much higher oxygen concentrations, greater than 10 $\mu$M [29–31]. This suggests that it is an appropriate metabolic compensation that enables the existence of so high an affinity of oxidative phosphorylation as a whole to the oxygen concentration. Indeed, computer modelling of aerobicism → anaerobiosis transition in isolated mitochondria and intact cells [23,26] showed that changes in the protonmotive force and cyt.$c^{2+}$/cyt.$c^{+}$ ratio counter-act the decrease in oxygen pressure and thus help to keep the flux through cytochrome oxidase as constant as possible. Computer simulation predicted also that, at low oxygen concentrations, cytochrome oxidase takes over a great part of the control over the oxygen consumption flux from other steps of oxidative phosphorylation [32], which was later confirmed by experimental studies [33]. Therefore, the use of computer modelling of oxidative phosphorylation has led to a formulation of new proposals concerning the regulation of this process in intact tissues both during an increased energy demand and at a significantly lowered oxygen tension.

The present article is intended to show that well-tested dynamic computer models of biochemical pathways (in this case: oxidative phosphorylation) are potentially a very useful and powerful tool for studying and understanding the regulation of metabolism, and allow a deeper insight into the mechanisms underlying this regulation. They are also able to predict new phenomena, the existence of which can be later verified (or falsified) in the experimental way.

2. Regulation vs. control vs. compensation

To talk about the regulation of oxidative phosphorylation, one must first define strictly the notion ‘regulation’. The terms ‘control of flux’ and ‘regulation of flux’ are frequently confused, or even used as synonyms. In the present article, I would like to distinguish clearly between control and regulation. The control of flux has been defined strictly in the frame of metabolic control analysis (MCA) [34–36]. The extent to which particular enzymes control the flux through a given metabolic pathway has been expressed quantitatively in the form of flux control coefficients. The flux control coefficient is defined as the ratio of a relative change in the flux $J_m$ caused by a small (infinitesimal) change in the concentration (activity) of the enzyme $E_i$ to this change itself:

$$C_{E_i}^m = (dJ_m/J_m)/(dE_i/E_i).$$

(1)

Therefore, the control of flux determines only a potential ability of changing the flux when the concentration or activity of a given enzyme is changed by some external effector. On the other hand, the control of flux says nothing about which enzyme activities are really changed under physiological conditions. The response of particular enzyme activities to external effectors is described within MCA by the elasticity coefficients to an external effector, while the response of the overall flux through a considered system – by the response coefficient to an external...
Nevertheless, the coefficients of MCA concern only infinitesimal changes in the system and therefore they cannot describe properly a transition between two different steady-states, where large changes in fluxes and metabolite concentrations can take place.

I would like to define the regulation of flux as the physiological mechanism(s) responsible for a transition (involving large-scale changes in fluxes and metabolite concentrations) of a given metabolic system from one steady-state to another steady-state, caused by some purposeful (in the physiological sense) signal from outside of the system. In particular, the regulation of flux refers to the mechanism determining which enzymes are directly activated by an external effector and to what extent. For infinitesimal changes, this is equivalent to the fact which enzymes have non-zero response coefficients to a given external effector. Generally, two kinds of regulation can be distinguished: direct regulation and metabolite-mediated regulation. In the case of direct regulation (described within MCA by response coefficients to an external effector), the flux through a given metabolic block is increased (decreased) by a direct activation (inhibition) by an external effector of this block in general, and of its different enzymes in particular. In the case of metabolite-mediated regulation (expressed within MCA as internal response to intermediate metabolite concentrations), a metabolic block in question is not directly activated: an external effector stimulates some enzymes situated upstream and/or downstream of this block, while the flux through the block increases due to an increase in the concentration of its substrates and/or decrease in the concentration of its products. Therefore, this kind of regulation must involve significant changes in metabolite (substrate and/or product) concentrations, unless all enzymes of the block are extremely sensitive to intermediate metabolite concentrations and have a sufficiently great capacity for an increase in the flux. Generally, the two distinguished kinds of regulation can be formulated (at least for infinitesimal changes) within MCA in terms of internal responses (to intermediate metabolites) and external responses (to external effectors).

I would also like to distinguish between regulation and compensation. While regulation involves stimulation of a given metabolic system by purposeful (from the physiological point of view) external signals (e.g. hormones, neural stimulation), compensation refers to the situation when there takes place an undesired shortage of some – delivered from outside (e.g. by the circulation of blood) – substrate of a considered biochemical pathway. Such shortage causes an unfavourable decrease in the flux that can be (at least partially) compensated by appropriate changes in intermediate metabolite concentrations. Thus, the decrease in the flux can be minimised. The decrease in the flux would be much greater without such a compensation (when the concentrations of relevant intermediate metabolites were kept constant). Therefore, compensation leads to an internal homeostasis of the cell.

In the context of the above-defined regulation of flux, three questions should be answered to determine how a given metabolic block is regulated in response to some signal from outside: (1) which enzymes (if any) of this block, as well as which enzymes upstream and downstream of this block, are directly activated by an external effector, and to what extent; (2) what is a quantitative contribution of the direct regulation and metabolite-mediated regulation to the increase in the flux; (3) what is the quantitative contribution of different metabolites to the metabolite-mediated regulation.

As to the compensation for a decrease in a flux caused by some external substrate shortage, one should know: (1) what fraction of the decrease in the flux is compensated by changes in intermediate metabolite concentrations; (2) what is the quantitative contribution of particular intermediate metabolites to this compensation.

Referring the above formulation of the regulation of flux to the oxidative phosphorylation system allows the problems concerning the regulation of this system to be re-formulated as follows. The oxygen consumption (and oxidative ATP synthesis) flux in particular tissues and cells is increased by some signal (S) from outside (hormone, neural stimulation) in the physiological conditions of an intact organism. This signal is transmitted via some intracellular factor (X), which is an external effector (and not an intermediate metabolite) for some enzyme(s) (block(s)) of the bioenergetic system of a cell. The mechanisms of the regulation of oxidative phosphorylation proposed in the literature can be re-
named and characterised in the discussed context as follows.

(A) Output activation. Only ATP usage (output of the system), situated downstream of oxidative phosphorylation, is directly activated by X (at least in some cases: calcium ions); particular mitochondrial enzymes are activated indirectly by changes in [ADP] and other metabolite concentrations (e.g. particular complexes of the respiratory chain are activated by a decrease in $\Delta \rho$); similarly, the substrate dehydrogenation block (including TCA cycle, glycolysis, fatty acids $\beta$-oxidation, glucose and fatty acids transport) is activated indirectly, by an increase in [ADP], [NAD$^+$] and possibly other metabolite concentrations. This mechanism is an example of the metabolite-mediated regulation (if the considered metabolic block is oxidative phosphorylation). The output activation mechanism is presented schematically in Fig. 2A.

(B) Input/output activation. Only ATP usage (output) and substrate dehydrogenation (e.g. irreversible TCA cycle dehydrogenases: pyruvate dehydrogenase, isocitrate dehydrogenase, 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase) (input of the system, situated upstream of oxidative phosphorylation) are directly activated by X (e.g. calcium ions), while mitochondria are activated indirectly, by an increase in the concentration of ADP and/or NADH. The input/output activation mechanism, being also an example of the metabolite-mediated regulation (in relation to oxidative phosphorylation), is presented in Fig. 2B.

(C) Each-step activation. The external effector X activates directly ATP usage, substrate dehydrogenation as well as all steps of the oxidative phosphorylation system. In the idealised case where all enzymes are activated to exactly the same extent, and therefore no changes in intermediate metabolite concentrations take place, the each-step activation mechanism is a pure example of the direct regulation. In a more realistic case, where different steps are directly activated to a slightly different extent and therefore some small variations in metabolite concentrations occur, the each-step activation mechanism is a mixture of the direct regulation and metabolite-mediated regulation, yet the direct regulation predominates as a mechanism increasing the flux. The each-step activation mechanism is presented in Fig. 2C.

The kinetic modelling discussed in the present article helps to answer the following questions: (1) which of the mechanisms of the regulation of oxidative phosphorylation proposed in the relevant literature (output activation, input/output activation or each-step activation) occurs in intact tissues; (2) what is the relative contribution of the direct regulation and metabolite-mediated regulation to the stimulation of respiration (and ATP synthesis) flux during resting state $\rightarrow$ active state transition; (3) what is the relative contribution of the changes in different

Fig. 2. Three possible mechanisms of regulation of oxidative phosphorylation. Particular steps are either activated directly, by an external effector (dotted arrows), or only indirectly, via changes in intermediate metabolite concentrations. S – signal from outside (hormone, neural signal); X – intracellular effector (external in relation to oxidative phosphorylation); SH – respiratory substrate; 1., substrate dehydrogenation; 2., particular steps of oxidative phosphorylation; 3., ATP usage.
metabolite concentrations (e.g. [ATP], [ADP] and [Pi]) to the metabolite-mediated regulation in intact tissues and, especially, in isolated mitochondria.

As to the compensation for a decrease in a flux caused by a substrate shortage, oxidative phosphorylation can sometimes work in the conditions where oxygen or respiratory fuels are maintained at low levels in blood. For example, hypoxia can occur in skeletal muscle during prolonged intensive exercise. The relevant questions in this context are: (1) what fraction of the decrease in the oxygen consumption flux caused by a decreased oxygen concentration in blood is compensated by changes in intermediate metabolite concentrations (in the case of whole mitochondria: e.g. in the ATP/ADP ratio and NADH/NAD$^+$ ratio); (2) what is the relative quantitative contribution of different metabolites to this compensation. The present paper discusses theoretical studies on the compensation for a decrease in the flux through cytochrome oxidase at low oxygen concentrations by changes in the protonmotive force and reduction level of cytochrome c, performed with an aid of a kinetic model of oxidative phosphorylation.

3. Kinetic models of oxidative phosphorylation

The major and fundamental question concerning kinetic modelling is: why to model metabolic pathways? What profits can be provided by computer models that cannot be offered by a purely experimental approach? A model is an approximate representation of some aspects of reality selected by the author(s) of a given model. Each model is usually a compromise between oversimplification and excessive sophistication. A kinetic computer model of a metabolic pathway (e.g. oxidative phosphorylation) constitutes a quantitative mathematical description of selected elements and parameters of the modelled system, chiefly enzymatic reaction rates and metabolite concentrations. Of course, any model cannot be anything more, but a simplified representation of the biochemical pathway it refers to, because such a model is based on many assumptions and approximations. Additionally, one can never be sure that all important elements of the modelled system have been discovered experimentally, and thus, that they are covered by the model. Therefore, each model has only a limited area of its applicability, and theoretical predictions performed with the aid of a model should be treated with caution and ultimately verified (or falsified) in the experimental way. It is extremely important for any model of a complex metabolic pathway to be tested for a possibly broad set of parameter values, conditions and different properties of the modelled system. Each successful test increases the reliability of a model. Models usually contain free parameters, the values of which must be adjusted. Therefore, it is relatively easy to adjust many different models to the same simple set of parameter values and system properties. For this reason, a thorough and extensive verification of a model is of great importance.

On the other hand, well-tested kinetic models can prove to be very useful research tools. Such models help to interpret, analyse and process a great number of quantitative and semiquantitative experimental data concerning a sophisticated metabolic system under consideration. Computer modelling forces a researcher to formulate all the problems in an explicit and quantitative way, which takes place only infrequently in the case of intuitive considerations. Kinetic models allow one to investigate how the macroscopic level of the cell behaviour emerges from the interplay of particular elements on the microscopic level of enzymatic reactions. They also help to check in a quantitative way if all known elements and their properties suffice to explain the entire behaviour of the investigated metabolic system in vivo, or else, if some new factors possessing properties determined by a model should be looked for. Human brain could not cope by itself with such a sophisticated, multi-factor analysis.

Kinetic models can be generally divided into static models and dynamic models. In contrast to static models, dynamic models involve changes of variable values (reaction rates, metabolite concentrations) in time. Within a dynamic kinetic model, the rate of each kinetic reaction, block of reactions and process is described by an appropriate kinetic equation, expressing the dependence of this rate on different metabolite concentrations. Variations in time of different metabolite concentrations are expressed as sets of differential equations; in such an equation, the resultant rate is the difference between the sum of the rates of reactions producing a given metabolite and
the sum of the rates of reactions consuming this metabolite. In subsequent steps (representing time intervals), new values of rates and concentrations in a new moment in time are calculated on the basis of the old values of rates and concentrations at the previous moment in time. The size of steps (time intervals) must be small enough to ensure the stability and accuracy of the solution; an excessively small step, however, would increase unnecessarily the time of a simulation. Therefore, the step size is usually adjusted automatically by appropriate integration procedures, that also optimise the rate of calculations. On the other hand, static kinetic models allow only to calculate steady-state values of fluxes and some metabolite concentrations, but cannot simulate their changes in time.

One can arbitrarily distinguish four stages in the use of a kinetic model of a metabolic pathway. In the first stage, a newly developed model must be extensively tested, i.e. compared to a broad set of various experimental data and, if necessary, modified in order to obtain a good (semi)quantitative agreement between computer simulations and experiments. Next, the explicitly formulated description of particular elements of the modelled system (required in the process of model building) can be used for a better understanding, interpretation and insight into the function of this system. Thirdly, the model can be used to calculate variable values and to simulate different dynamic properties that have not yet been measured experimentally (e.g. flux control coefficients of particular enzymes of oxidative phosphorylation in muscle mitochondria in state 3.5 and at low oxygen concentrations [27,32]). The fourth, most ambitious stage consists in attempting to predict the existence of completely new phenomena that have not been discovered yet in the experimental way (e.g. a universal external activator of all complexes of oxidative phosphorylation in muscle [21,22]). Of course, all such predictions have to be verified (or falsified) by experimental studies. Nevertheless, theoretical predictions obtained with an aid of a computer kinetic model can inspire and direct further experimental studies.

Several kinetic models of oxidative phosphorylation, both static and dynamic, have been proposed in the relevant literature. The first, very simple kinetic description of oxidative phosphorylation in isolated mitochondria was formulated by Chance and Williams [10,11], where the dependence of the respiration rate on ADP concentration was described by the Michaelis–Menten kinetics, with a \( K_m \) value of about 25 \( \mu \text{M} \). This approximate, phenomenological, black-box approach is still frequently used, because it works well enough in many cases where the detailed knowledge about what happens inside isolated mitochondria is not needed.

Wilson, Erecińska and colleagues developed a more sophisticated static model of oxidative phosphorylation [30,31]. They assumed that the only rate-limiting step in this process was cytochrome oxidase, while other steps were close to thermodynamic equilibrium and therefore did not control the flux. For this reason, this model was in fact a model of cytochrome oxidase. The kinetic expression for the rate of the reaction catalysed by this enzyme included the dependence on the external ATP/ADP*Pi ratio, oxygen concentration and the reduction level of cytochrome c: \( \text{cyt.}c^{2+}/\text{cyt.}c^{3+} \) (and, indirectly, via thermodynamic equilibrium of the respiratory chain, on the \([\text{NADH}] / [\text{NAD}^+] \) ratio). This model was afterwards transformed into a dynamic model by Korzeniewski and Fronczak [37].

The Wilson’s model in its original (static) version was able to predict correctly (at least in a semiquantitative way) the value of the respiration rate at different combinations of the external phosphorylation potential, \( \text{cyt.}c^{2+}/\text{cyt.}c^{3+} \) and \( \text{NADH}/\text{NAD}^+ \) ratio [30,31]. It also described properly the experimentally measured dependence of the respiration rate, external ATP/ADP*Pi, ratio, \( \text{NADH}/\text{NAD}^+ \) ratio and reduction level of cytochrome c on the oxygen concentration [30]. Simulations performed with an aid of the dynamic version of the discussed model [37] agreed well with the experimentally observed time courses of \([\text{O}_2]\) and \( \text{cyt.}c^{2+}/\text{cyt.}c^{3+} \) during oxygen consumption by a suspension of isolated mitochondria in a closed chamber, leading finally to a complete exhaustion of oxygen [30].

From the point of view of the present knowledge, the Wilson’s model seems to be outdated. The assumption of one rate-limiting step is completely invalid from the point of view of MCA [34–36]; on the contrary, this approach has clearly demonstrated that the control is shared more or less uniformly by virtually all the complexes of oxidative phosphor-
ylation [13,38]. Additionally, the discussed model does not take into account the Mitchell’s chemiosmotic theory [39] and involves a dependence of cytochrome oxidase on the external phosphorylation potential rather than on the protonmotive force ($\Delta p$). Taking into account these facts, one must admit that Wilson’s model yields a surprisingly good agreement with some experimental results. This observation exemplifies the above-discussed statement that many different models can be adjusted (by fixing appropriate free parameter values) to the same small set of experimental data.

Oxidative phosphorylation was also modelled by means of the thermodynamic, and not kinetic, approach, within the framework of the so-called non-equilibrium thermodynamics (NET) [40,41]. Within this approach, fluxes are described as functions of thermodynamic forces. The thermodynamic approach successfully describes some bioenergetic properties of isolated mitochondria [42,43]. However, it is based on several assumptions that are invalid in many conditions (e.g. assumptions concerning the linearity of the flux–force relationship or unique dependence between the flux and the force [26]) and represents a phenomenological, black-box description (NET distinguishes only two fluxes and two forces in the oxidative phosphorylation system). Additionally, NET assumes that fluxes are only regulated by thermodynamic forces and therefore implies implicitly the metabolite-mediated type of regulation. Thus, the approach assumes what should be first proven to take place in intact tissues. For this reason, NET will not be discussed more extensively in the present article.

The static kinetic model of oxidative phosphorylation developed by Bohnensack [44–46] was very important for at least three reasons. It was the first one to involve explicitly most of the complexes of oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria presented in Fig. 1 (though it treated the whole respiratory chain as one entity and assumed that the phosphate carrier worked in thermodynamic equilibrium). It took into account the chemiosmotic theory and therefore involved the proton (and charge) gradient through the inner mitochondrial membrane. Finally, it was consistent with the fact that the control of the flux is shared by many steps of oxidative phosphorylation.

The Bohnensack’s model was able to predict at least semiquantitatively the dependence of the respiration on the external ATP/ADP ratio and the pattern of metabolic control in a few sets of conditions [44–46]. However, it has not been tested for a broader set of experimental data. Moreover, some kinetic equations contained in this model seem to be too simplified. Finally, this model, as a static one, is not able to simulate time courses of different parameter values (especially metabolite concentrations) during transition from one steady-state to another steady-state.

The first dynamic model of oxidative phosphorylation was developed by Holzhütter and co-workers [47]. This model, however, was tested for a rather limited set of conditions. What is more, one can hardly agree with some assumptions made by the authors, for instance those concerning the three enigmatic proton pumps before cytochrome oxidase, linear dependence of the proton leak on $\Delta p$ or the form of kinetic equations B and D in table I in [47]. It is also noticeable that the size of the internal adenine nucleotide pool was underestimated in order to obtain time courses of parameters consistent with experiments. Finally, the authors developed their model to simulate experiments performed in an unphysiologically low temperature (8°C).

The dynamic kinetic model of oxidative phosphorylation – developed by myself and co-workers in three versions: for liver mitochondria [23,24,26], intact hepatocytes [20,25] and skeletal muscle mitochondria [27] – is in its general structure quite similar to Bohnensack’s and Holzhütter’s models. It takes into account explicitly all the complexes of oxidative phosphorylation presented in Fig. 1 as well as some additional phenomena (e.g. magnesium complexes of adenine nucleotides). Generally, it possesses all the properties of a dynamic kinetic computer model presented above. The most important difference (leaving aside the fact that, for instance, Bohnensack’s model is a static one) is that particular kinetic equations within this model, initially assumed on the basis of the incomplete kinetic data available in the literature, were appropriately modified later, in order to fit the existing experimental results, and that the whole model was extensively tested for a possibly broad set of variable values and system properties. The discussed model was able to represent in a (semi)quan-
titative way the following properties and parameter values of oxidative phosphorylation:

- changes in different variable values (respiration rate, $\Delta r$, reduction level of cytochrome $c$, internal and external ATP/ADP ratio and others) during state 4 $\rightarrow$ state 3 transition in isolated mitochondria [24];
- time courses of these variables after an addition of a small amount of ADP to mitochondria in state 4 (state 4 $\rightarrow$ state 3 $\rightarrow$ state 4 transition) [24];
- flux control coefficients for different components of oxidative phosphorylation with respect to the respiration flux at different respiration rates between state 4 and state 3 [24,27], obtained within the framework of MCA [13,38];
- flux control coefficients for the oxidation, phosphorylation and proton leak subsystems over the oxidation (respiration), phosphorylation and proton leak fluxes at different respiration rates between state 4 and state 3 [24], obtained within the framework of the ‘top-down approach’ to MCA [48];
- time courses of different variable values during consumption of oxygen by suspension of cells (or mitochondria) in a closed chamber (aerobiosis $\rightarrow$ anaerobiosis transition) [23,26];
- kinetic responses of oxidation, phosphorylation and proton leak subsystems to $\Delta r$ in hepatocytes incubated with different respiratory substrates [25];
- values of the respiration rate, cytochrome $c$ reduction level and external ATP/ADP ratio at different oxygen concentrations [26];
- linear (at least in some range) flux-force relationships, similar to those obtained for oxidative phosphorylation within the framework of NET [26];
- inhibitor titration curves for particular complexes of oxidative phosphorylation in skeletal muscle mitochondria [27], obtained experimentally in the frame of MCA [38].

The agreement between simulations and experiments was at least semiquantitative, and in many cases very good. On this basis, the model was subsequently used in several theoretical studies on the control and regulation of oxidative phosphorylation in isolated mitochondria and intact cells and tissues [20–22,26,27,32,49]. Mainly these theoretical results are discussed in the present article.

Aliev and Saks proposed a dynamic kinetic model of oxidative phosphorylation in intact heart [50], including creatine kinase (CK) and the phosphocreatine (PCr)/creatine (Cr) pair. They emphasised possible limitations of the diffusion of adenine nucleotides (especially ADP) and displacement of CK from equilibrium, while the ‘mitochondrial’ part of the model was very simplified. The authors developed their model mainly in order to explain small changes in [ADP] accompanying large variations in the respiration and ATP synthesis fluxes in heart in situ [51,52]. The results of their simulations, however, contradict in several cases experimental data (see below). Therefore, the Aliev and Saks’ model – although it constitutes an interesting attempt to explain the behaviour of the bioenergetic system in heart – seems to need some modifications before it can be accepted.

4. Response to an increased energy demand

4.1. Intact cells and tissues

The model developed by myself and co-workers [23–27] was the only one to be used extensively to study regulation and compensation, as defined above, in the case of oxidative phosphorylation system in intact cells and tissues [20–22,26,27,32,49]. The regulation of ATP supply at a varying energy demand involves the question of which steps (if any) of oxidative phosphorylation are directly activated by an intracellular effector transmitting some signal from outside, and to what extent. To answer this, one must refer to the changes in fluxes and metabolite concentrations, that take place during transition from resting steady-state to active steady-state. It is also necessary for such an analysis to account for the quantitative kinetic properties of particular steps of the activated system (in this case: oxidative phosphorylation), especially their capacities for an increase in the flux and sensitivities to intermediate metabolite concentrations. This is what a well-tested kinetic model can offer. Namely, such a model can help to determine which enzymes should be directly activated in order to explain the changes in fluxes.
and metabolite concentrations observed experimentally.

When respiration and ATP turnover are activated in hepatocytes by hormones acting via Ca$^{2+}$ ions (e.g. vasopressin), there takes place a small increase in some metabolite concentrations (NADH/NAD$^+$, cyt.c$^2$/cyt.c$^{3+}$, mitochondrial ATP/ADP) [53,54], while ΔpH remains essentially constant [55]. The activation of hepatocytes by these hormones also leads to a decrease in the flux control coefficient of the ATP/ADP carrier [56]. The quantitative analysis performed with the aid of the version of the discussed model of oxidative phosphorylation prepared for hepatocytes [20] suggests that ATP usage, substrate dehydrogenation and at least some complexes of oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria (e.g. ATP/ADP carrier) should be directly activated in order to explain the above experimental results. These theoretical predictions inspired experimental studies that at least partially confirmed them. Namely, it was shown – within the proportional activation approach – that vasopressin activates simultaneously and to a very similar extent at least the Δψ-producing block and Δp-consuming block [57]. Subsequently, it was shown that adrenaline and glucagon affect directly (via some intracellular factor) most of the elements of the bioenergetic system in hepatocytes [58].

A huge increase (15–200 times) in the respiration rate takes place in mammalian skeletal muscle during transition (initiated by neural signals) from resting state to intensive exercise, accompanied by only a modest decrease (2–5 times) in the ATP/ADP ratio [3–8]. At the same time, the NADH/NAD$^+$ ratio can either increase or decrease [59–64]. Additionally, the capacity of oxidative phosphorylation for the oxygen consumption flux is about 2–5 times greater in intact muscle than in isolated mitochondria [65–67]. Computer simulations performed by means of the version of the model for muscle mitochondria [27] led to the conclusion that not only ATP usage and substrate dehydrogenation, but also all mitochondrial complexes of oxidative phosphorylation should be directly activated to a large extent (about 10 times or so) in order to account for the above experimental results [21]. When only ATP usage or only ATP usage and substrate dehydrogenation were directly activated in simulations, a much smaller than expected increase in the respiration rate was obtained, while the ATP/ADP ratio dropped dramatically below 1. Therefore, the output activation (Fig. 2A) and input/ output activation (Fig. 2B) mechanisms failed completely as a quantitative explanation of the above-mentioned experimental data. A quite similar behaviour of the system was observed in computer simulations, even when only one complex of oxidative phosphorylation was not directly stimulated. It was only a direct activation of all steps of oxidative phosphorylation (each-step activation mechanism, Fig. 2C) that yielded the expected changes in the respiration rate and ATP/ADP ratio [21]. Additionally, it was demonstrated that the direct regulation predominates over the metabolite-mediated activation during resting state → intensive exercise transition in skeletal muscle: about 80% of the increase in the respiration rate during muscle stimulation was due to a direct activation of oxidative phosphorylation, while the remaining 20% was due to an increase in the ADP concentration [21]. Therefore, the studies based on the theoretical model decidedly favour the each-step activation mechanism of the regulation of oxidative phosphorylation in skeletal muscle in response to a largely increased energy demand. The problem of regulation of oxidative phosphorylation in skeletal muscle is discussed broadly in [22].

In heart in situ, essentially no changes in the ATP/ADP ratio and NADH/NAD$^+$ ratio take place during large variations in the flux [51,52,68]. Therefore, mitochondria can be activated significantly neither by an increase in the later ratio (input activation), nor by a decrease in the former ratio (output activation). For this reason, the metabolite-mediated regulation does not seem to play an important role in the regulation of oxidative phosphorylation in heart in vivo. This strongly supports the conclusion that at least some, and possibly all complexes of oxidative phosphorylation are directly activated during an increase in heart beating frequency. Indeed, it was proposed previously that ATP synthase in heart is stimulated by calcium ions [69]. Nevertheless, Aliev and Saks proposed – according to their model [50] – that the existing experimental data can be explained exclusively by the compartmentalised energy transfer, without the necessity to refer to the direct activation of oxidative phosphorylation, or even of substrate dehydrogenation. Unfortunately, their simulations remain in contradiction with several experimental re-
sults. The authors’ simulations suggest explicitly that the PCr/ATP ratio decreases two times during a 5-fold increase in the flux (figure 14B in [50]), while essentially no changes in this ratio were observed in experiments [51,70]. In fact, their general explanation has little to do with the postulated compartmentalised energy transfer, and is based on the assumption that Pi concentration is very low (a few μM) in a slowly beating heart, and therefore it limits the flux, while this concentration increases dramatically (to 12 000 μM, by 3–4 orders of magnitude) during activation of heart work (figure 14D in [50]). This assumption stands in severe conflict with many experimental results, where relatively small (by about 50–100%) or no changes in [Pi] are reported at all [70–73], while the (measured or estimated) inorganic phosphate concentration in slowly beating heart is, roughly, between 500 and 2000 μM [70–75]. Also the extended version of this model [76] predicts huge relative changes in [Pi] (see figure 9 in [76]). Additionally, the Aliev and Saks’ proposal cannot explain the relatively constant NADH/NAD+ ratio in heart [68]. Therefore, it seems that a parallel direct activation of several (possibly all) steps of oxidative phosphorylation is necessary for the explanation of the behaviour of the bioenergetic system in intact heart. In this case as well, the each-step activation mechanism seems to fit best the existing experimental data.

Summing up, computer modelling of the regulation of oxidative phosphorylation in response to increased energy demand in intact tissues leads to the conclusion that the direct regulation predominates in this case over the metabolite-mediated regulation (at least in excitable tissues), and that the each-step activation mechanism describes best the situation taking place in vivo. Therefore, one can postulate the existence of a universal activator of all steps of oxidative phosphorylation of a still unknown nature. I proposed previously [22] that the factor can be found in the frequency of calcium oscillations (in the case of hepatocytes: the so-called calcium spiking) generated in cells in response to external stimuli (hormones or neural signals), and that this frequency can be integrated over time by some protein which causes e.g. a phosphorylation of oxidative phosphorylation complexes. This supposition should, of course, be tested experimentally.

4.2. Isolated mitochondria

In isolated mitochondria, during transition from state 4 to state 3 induced by an increasing activity of an artificial ATP-usage system (e.g. increasing amount of hexokinase in the presence of glucose), the only relevant ‘regulatory mechanism’ is of course output activation (Fig. 2A). The rate of respiration (and ATP synthesis) is activated exclusively indirectly, via an increase in [ADP] and [Pi], and a decrease in [ATP] (metabolite-mediated regulation). Changes in all three concentrations could, at least potentially, affect the respiration rate. It was in fact observed experimentally that different, externally imposed, combinations of ATP, ADP and Pi concentrations yield different values of oxygen consumption by suspension of isolated mitochondria [77,78]. This prompted several authors to postulate that ADP concentration [10,11], ATP/ADP ratio [79,80], ATP/ADP*Pi ratio [81], phosphorylation potential [82,83] or Atkinson’s energy charge [84] is the relevant regulatory parameter. However, the situation where the concentrations of ATP, ADP and Pi are arbitrarily fixed and/or changed by an experimentator does not fully reflect the physiological situation. In such experiments, it was only possible to determine the sensitivity of mitochondria to particular metabolites, but it was not possible to determine how the metabolite concentrations change as energy demand increases. The concentrations of ATP, ADP and Pi are not related randomly to each other during an increased energy demand; instead, a unique relationship exists between them. The influence of particular metabolite concentration changes on the respiration rate depends not only on the sensitivity of oxidative phosphorylation to a given metabolite concentration, but also on the concentration changes that actually take place during physiological regulation. The experimental studies focused mainly on the former factor, while the latter factor has not been analysed satisfactorily in a quantitative way. Therefore, the question is which metabolites participate in the metabolite-mediated regulation of oxidative phosphorylation in isolated mitochondria during state 4 → state 3 transition, and to what extent they do so.

Computer simulations performed with an aid of the discussed model of oxidative phosphorylation suggest that ADP is the main regulatory factor which
stimulates respiration in isolated mitochondria in response to an increased energy demand, mostly because large relative changes in the concentration of this metabolite [49]. Changes in [ATP] and [P_i] contribute to the respiration rate increase very weakly, and only in the nearest vicinity of state 3. Generally, changes in [ADP] are responsible for approximately 90% of the respiration rate increase during state 4→state 3 transition, while the remaining approximately 10% is due to changes in [P_i] and [ATP] [49]. Therefore, instead to postulate that oxidative phosphorylation in isolated mitochondria is regulated by e.g. ATP/ADP ratio or phosphorylation potential, it is better to say that most of the regulatory signal is transmitted by ADP, while the rest by ATP and inorganic phosphate.

As it was discussed above, in intact tissues, both metabolite-mediated regulation and direct regulation take part in the determination of the oxygen consumption flux (direct regulation predominates in excitable tissues at higher degrees of activation). Therefore, the discussed theoretical results suggest that ADP can be the main regulatory signal transmission route within the metabolite-mediated regulation. On the other hand, one should bear in mind that changes in [P_i] are greater in excitable tissues than in isolated mitochondria, because of the presence of CK and the PCr/Cr pair. Even in this case, however, ADP seems to be more important as a regulatory metabolite, since oxidative phosphorylation, for instance in skeletal muscle, is probably near-saturated with inorganic phosphate already in resting state [22].

5. Compensation of a decreased oxygen concentration

Oxygen is one of the substrates of oxidative phosphorylation, in particular of cytochrome oxidase. When the concentration of oxygen decreases, one should expect that the concentrations of other metabolites will change in order to counter-act the decrease in the respiration rate caused by oxygen shortage. In other words, other metabolites should compensate for the decrease in the oxygen consumption flux. The relevant ‘metabolites’ are the reduction level of cytochrome c (cyt.c^{2+}/cyt.c^{3+}) and protonmotive force (Δp) in the case of cytochrome oxidase, and the NADH/NAD⁺ and ATP/ADP ratios in the case of oxidative phosphorylation in general. Indeed, Wilson and co-workers observed an increase in the reduction level of cytochrome c and NAD as well as a decrease in the cytosolic phosphorylation potential that accompanied a decrease in the oxygen concentration [29,30].

The above-discussed dynamic kinetic model of oxidative phosphorylation was used to study in a quantitative way the compensation for a decrease in the flux through cytochrome oxidase (resulting from a decrease in [O₂]) by an increase in the cyt.c^{2+}/cyt.c^{3+} ratio and a decrease in Δp [26]. Firstly, it was demonstrated that the decrease in the respiration at lowered oxygen concentrations would be about 10 times greater without this compensation, when the concentrations of these metabolites were kept constant. In other words, changes in the reduction level of cytochrome c and protonmotive compensate for about 90% of the decrease in the flux, brought about by a decrease in the oxygen concentration. This offers an attractive explanation of why the apparent (involving implicitly changes in cyt.c^{2+}/cyt.c^{3+} and Δp) Michaelis–Menten constant of oxidative phosphorylation for oxygen has a very low value (<1 μM) and is probably much smaller than the ‘real’ Michaelis–Menten constant (defined for constant values of cyt.c^{2+}/cyt.c^{3+} and Δp).

Secondly, it was calculated that changes in the reduction level of cytochrome c and changes in the protonmotive force have a quantitatively similar contribution to the compensation for a decrease in the flux through cytochrome oxidase caused by a decrease in oxygen concentration [26]. Therefore, both factors are equally important in keeping the respiration rate as constant as possible. The situation is quite different in the case of state 4→state 3 transition in response to an increased activity of an artificial ATP-usage system in isolated mitochondria: there, a decrease in Δp is the main factor responsible for stimulation of the flux through cytochrome oxidase, while the reduction level of cytochrome c plays only a minor role [26]. This exemplifies the fact that different metabolites can have a different regulatory significance in the same system, when this system is exposed to different changes in the external conditions.

Finally, computer simulations predicted that the
flux control coefficient of cytochrome oxidase increases significantly at very low oxygen concentrations (around the $K_m$ constant of oxidative phosphorylation for oxygen) [32]: the metabolic control is taken over from other enzymes. This reflects the fact that the compensation capacity of the system is exhausted at extremely low levels of oxygen. These theoretical predictions were later confirmed experimentally [33]. Of course, the fact that the flux control coefficient of cytochrome oxidase increases at low oxygen concentrations can be expected even without computer modelling. Because oxygen is an external metabolite for oxidative phosphorylation, a decrease in its concentration lowers the effective activity of cytochrome oxidase, which should lead, in a typical case, to an increase in the flux control coefficient of this enzyme. Nevertheless, a computer model can predict what is a quantitative extent of this increase and at which oxygen concentrations it takes place.

In the future, it would be interesting to study (in a theoretical or experimental way) the compensation of a decrease in oxygen concentration by NADH/NAD$^+$ and ATP/ADP in the context of entire mitochondria.

A possible compensation of a respiratory substrate shortage has not been studied in a theoretical way. However, it seems probable that the decrease in the flux through the substrate dehydrogenation block caused by a diminished respiratory substrate concentration is compensated by a decrease in the NADH/NAD$^+$ ratio, while the decrease in the flux through oxidative phosphorylation by a decrease in the ATP/ADP ratio.

6. Conclusions

The present article is intended to show that a well-tested dynamic kinetic model of a metabolic pathway (in this case: oxidative phosphorylation) can be a very useful research tool, that helps to integrate and analyse a sophisticated set of quantitative experimental data. The simulations performed with the computer model developed by myself and co-workers have led to the following general conclusions concerning the regulation of oxidative phosphorylation in intact tissues: (1) the each-step activation mechanism – where all steps of oxidative phosphorylation are directly activated by some external effector (Fig. 2C) – seems to fit best the entire set of the existing experimental data; (2) both direct regulation and metabolite-mediated regulation contribute to the increase in the flux through the oxidative phosphorylation system during an elevated energy demand (direct regulation predominates at least in excitable tissues at large flux increases); (3) within metabolite-mediated regulation, changes in [ADP] constitute the way through which most of the stimulation of oxidative phosphorylation is transmitted, while changes in [ATP] and [P$_i$] play only a minor role in this process.

As to the compensation of a decrease in oxygen concentration, the performed theoretical studies suggest that changes in the protonmotive force and reduction level of cytochrome c participate to a comparable extent in the compensation for the decrease in the flux through cytochrome oxidase. Without such a compensation, the decrease in the oxygen consumption flux at a given oxygen concentration would be several times greater than it is actually observed.
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